you'll see how its configured out there
today you're just going to do your
driving practical or can pick who you
want to dry what's the modem driver are
all going to drive it a group okay so
we're going to give him a little extra
special time to drive it today um and
the driver can hook up for calm they're
going to want you when you evacuate the
pad if you're using this vehicle to
clothe huge sign that gives you
directions which way to go for the
different pillows and then please rescue
turn it up here today just light updated
okay that's number one number two you're going to press the start button and it'll start the engine okay number three you guys shut it off when you get to where you are at right here in this top and pull switch that's the people shut off you just pull that back in struts mins mom and we will use that today so I wanted to make up on the accelerator the ramp will come up close this locks into the dog right there make those pictures all the way back and they're up when the ramp comes close push this all-important a lock
oh yeah everybody has eye protection yo

ok

I want to get one without your helmet

good take your glasses off for me thanks

all right

I have to why middle these are just a

challenge right here

give me let me get you

so they just saw Leon just by two

off-the-shelf captors yes record simoh

from two different worlds yeah we'll

have to be back we're at 65 about 80

what is this for

Claire here when we're responding to the
path and we can't hear the information

44
00:05:37,509 --> 00:05:41,789
we're getting from the internet or from

45
00:05:39,250 --> 00:05:41,790
the clothes off

46
00:08:04,819 --> 00:08:11,930
anyway maybe what are we done we're done

47
00:08:08,490 --> 00:08:11,930
we're going to do a picture thank you